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About Greenlog

Is a neutral intermodal service provider with HQ in Istanbul, Turkey.

The company was established by individuals who have spent long years with major players of the intermodal industry and is specialized in this 
subject.

The goal of the company is to provide tailor made sustainable logistics solutions by utilizing 45’HCPW containers and linking Europe with 
Turkey via intermodal corridors.



Intermodal

Is a leading company, specialized in intermodal transport solutions 
between Turkey and Europe!

With a variety of intermodal corridors we offer different solutions 
specific to each client needs. Cost efficiency, environmental 
consciotusness, reliability and consistency are the core Elements of 
our intermodal services.

Due to special agreements with several operators we offer RO-RO + 
train routes and continental train transport options.

With an unparalleled network coverage, daily departures and transit 
times as low as 6 days door-door we are redefining the boundaries of 
intermodal transport in Tukey



Road Freight

Road Freight is still the preferred and most utilized mode of transport 
between Turkey and Europe.

Flexibility, express transit times and equipment variety are the main 
attraction points a client chooses this mode of transport.

With an global agency network, strategic partnerships and 
management of a large fleet of subcontracted trailers we are able to 

your needs from Europe to Turkey and further transit shipments to CIS 
and Middle East countries.

Our wide range of road freight services covers LTL, FTL, project cargo 
on lowbed trailers & frigo equipment.

For further information and specific solutions please contact our road 
freight experts.



Sea Freight

If you move large volumes of cargo and fast transit times are not the 
priority for your supply chain, sea freight is the right mode of transport 
for you.

With a global coverage strategic capability, special rate agreements 
due to large handling volumes and space allocations with sea lines, 
Greenlog brings competitive advantage to your sea freight 
movements.

With a dedicated team specialized in deep-sea as well as short-sea 
consignments we are ready to tackle any challenge coming our way.

Please contact your representative at GREENLOG INTERMODAL for 
further information!



Air Freight

Air Freight is the mode of transport for your time sensitive overnight 
deliveries.

Due to high consolidated cargo frequency we are able to offer special 
rates and space allocation to major airports around the world.

For your urgent consignments we also offer overnight deliveries from 
Istanbul airport all around Turkey with dedicated vans and 
temperature controlled vehicles (TCV).

Dry ice and on-board carriage are also available for life-science 
industry. Please contact your customer service representative to
learn more about the wide range of interesting services of our 
airfreight department.



Value Added Services

Warehousing

We offer warehousing specific to your needs in every region in Turkey.
Bonded warehouse, storage space for goods in free circulation, 
cross-docking and storage of empty containers are all part of our 
warehousing services

Project Cargo

Out of gauge, super heavy cargo, project-based tailor made transport 
solutions, transport permits & route analysis are all part of services 
provided by our dedicated team of project cargo experts.

We offer special trailer and container types, heavy lifting, chartering of 
aircrafts and ships – specifically tailored to your project.

Customs clearance

With direct electronic data exchange link to customs directorate we 
are able to arrange customs clearance from all customs points in 
Turkey. Consultancy on customs procedures, taxable base & VAT cal-
culations, import permits and quota regulations based on HS Code 
tariff are part of customs service department.



Key Elements Of Intermodal Transport

Cost Effecve
Intermodal soluons

offer the best cost

structure for whole

supply chain.

Sustainable
Possible to plan

annual transportaon
costs with the
prolonged
subcontractor
agreements.

Reliable
Transit me and
easily scheduled
shipment plans are
the key factors for a
reliable system.

Eco Friendly 
All soluons in our

system saves CO2 and

energy compared to

exisng alternaves.



Dimensions Of Our Container Fleet

45’HCPW CONTAINER DIMENSIONS - BOX

45’HCPW CONTAINER DIMENSIONS - EXTRA WIDE 45’HCPW SWAPBODY DIMENSIONS - TILT



Area Coverage



Headquarters - ISTANBUL

Esentepe Mahallesi, Dergiler Sokak 29/3-4
Şişli / İstanbul / Türkiye

Enquiries please contact:
For more information or

Contact Details



Thank You!


